Recording Devices
The Aspect 2MP 4 Channel Digital
Video Recorder (DVR-2M-4-2) is a 4
Channel DVR that can record up to
2MP resolution video footage on all
channels. Compatible with all AHD,
TVI, CVI and traditional analogue
cameras, the DVR offers a range of
features suited for the most securitysensitive requirements including
smart analytics on both AHD and IP
cameras. The IP cameras connect through hybrid mode allowing for a mix of AHD
and IP camera on any installation. Remote viewing is available on smartphones and
tablets and is compatible with license free Aspect CMS.
2MP RESOLUTION
The Aspect 2MP 4 Channel Digital Video Recorder can support up to
2MP resolution, there is no longer any need to select a resolution that
is either inadequate or too large for the job at hand, Aspect allows
you to appropriate.
CLOUD STORAGE
Through Aspect’s integration with the cloud, you can store footage,
search through recordings by alarm, make firmware upgrades remotely
and much more. Snippets of footage such as alarm triggers can also
be saved to your cloud-based storage application in an instant, allowing
you to store events.
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H.265+ Compression provides high image quality whilst requiring
minimum storage space. Due to Aspect’s 4K support, H.265+ is a
necessity as it is the most advanced Video Codec available.

UP TO 10TB HDD
With a variety of Hard Drive sizes available on the Aspect 2MP 4
Channel Digital Video Recorder, you have the option to select the
recorder that best suits both your camera and footage requirements.

PROFESSIONAL PCB
Aspect has been manufactured with quality and longevity in mind,
created using carefully sourced parts and tested rigorously, these
products are at the highest end of manufacturing quality.

Contact your Pepco
Sales Rep for more
information about
Videcon products.
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